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Embracing New (and Old) Ideas

James E. Daily *

I. INTRODUCTION

The basic form of legal education has remained unchanged for almost the entire existence of Washington University School of Law. Three years after our Law School’s founding in 1867, Christopher Langdell first introduced case studies and the Socratic method to Harvard Law School, replacing lectures and textbook recitation. 1 By the end of the nineteenth century, the combination of the two—sometimes called Langdell’s Method—began to be rapidly adopted by other law schools. 2 Washington University had partially adopted the method by 1910, and by the 1920s it had become the standard pedagogical method in American law schools, and it remains so almost a century later. 3

Along with Langdell’s Method of classroom education came many features of modern legal education: the three-year course of study, the requirement of a bachelor’s degree for admission, written examinations, and education by full-time professors rather than practicing attorneys. 4 But although Langdell introduced many of these ideas, they were not all adopted immediately. 5

---

* Lecturer, Washington University in St. Louis School of Law.
2. Id. at 192–93.
3. WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, CATALOG OF THE LAW DEPARTMENT (ST. LOUIS LAW SCHOOL) 15 (1910); Kimball, supra note 1, at 192.
4. Kimball, supra note 1, at 195.
Even after Langdell’s innovations, law degrees were generally bachelor’s degrees for another century. It was not until the early 1970s that American law schools completed the move from granting a bachelor’s-level degree, the LL.B, to the J.D., with a concurrent rise in the expectation or requirement that applicants complete a bachelor’s degree prior to entering law school. In the early twentieth century, many law schools—including Washington University—experimented with a four year course of study. And although the number of American Bar Association (ABA) accredited law schools has increased from 40 to 203 since 1923, a few states still allow bar admission via apprenticeship.

These changes occurred in response to real or perceived market forces, often beginning with a few innovative law schools before widespread adoption. Historically, the forces in question were ones of increased demand for legal services and increased demand for training and credentialing of attorneys. The marketplaces for legal education and legal services are now facing two crises of decreasing demand. This has created a new Langdellian moment: an opportunity for innovative law schools to determine the future of American legal education. This Essay suggests looking to the past for one possible path forward: law schools should return to offering the LL.B, now as

9. ABA-Approved Law Schools by Year, AM. BAR ASS’N, http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/resources/aba_approved_law_schools/by_year_approved.html (last visited Jan. 29, 2017); NAT’L CONFERENCE OF BAR EXAMINERS & AM. BAR ASS’N SECTION OF LEGAL EDUC. & ADMISSIONS TO THE BAR, COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO BAR ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 2016 8–9 (2016), http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/misc/legal_education/ComprehensiveGuidetoBarAdmissions/2016_comp_guide.authcheckdam.pdf. It is notable that there were already 143 law schools by 1920, far more than would be accredited by the ABA in 1923. Stevens, supra note 6, at 194. The necessity of ABA accreditation is a modern idea, further bolstering Brian Z. Tamanaha’s suggestion of allowing non-ABA accredited schools equal access to the bar. BRIAN Z. TAMANAH, FAILING LAW SCHOOLS 176 (2012).
10. Stevens, supra note 6, at 193 (“everyone could agree that there was a need for better law schools to improve the wholly inadequate clerkship”).
a four-year undergraduate degree, while making the J.D. the research-focused graduate degree it always should have been.

II. THE FIRST CRISIS: DECREASED DEMAND FOR LEGAL EDUCATION

The first crisis facing law schools is that enrollment is likely still significantly too high despite steady declines in recent years. In short, despite an approximately 30% decline in the number of admitted applicants from 2010 to 2015, more than a fifth of American law school graduates still do not find employment in a job for which a law degree is required or advantageous.\(^\text{11}\) This problem has been discussed in detail elsewhere, especially by Washington University professor Brian Tamanaha in *Failing Law Schools*.\(^\text{12}\) The trends that Tamanaha identified have held steady since the book’s publication in 2012, as discussed below, yet law school classes remain sized for a market that no longer exists, has not existed for some years, and will likely never return.\(^\text{13}\)

In 2015, the most recent year for which the ABA has published data, approximately 39,984 students graduated from American law schools.\(^\text{14}\) According to National Association for Legal Placement (NALP) statistics for the same year, of the 33,412 graduates reporting their job status to NALP, only 29,659 graduates reported finding full-time employment in a position classified as “bar passage required” or “J.D. advantaged.”\(^\text{15}\) Depending on the effect of reporting bias, between 11.3 and 25.9% of 2015 graduates are not finding full-time employment in a field for which having a law degree is required or


\(^{15}\) NAT’L ASS’N FOR LEGAL PLACEMENT, supra note 11.
even advantageous. With 18.5% of employed 2015 graduates reporting that they are seeking a different job, this suggests that many graduates who did not find a full-time bar passage required or J.D. advantaged job would prefer to have found one. Even for those finding employment, with a median salary of $64,800 per year and an average debt of over $140,000 (and three years of opportunity cost), many of those graduates will not see a net economic benefit from attending law school.

These poor employment results come despite five consecutive years of declining law school admissions, amounting to a 30% decline from 2010 to 2015. Over that same period, the percentage of graduates finding full-time J.D.-required or J.D.-advantaged employment rose steadily, from 82.6% in 2010 to 88.7% in 2015. Although most of the improvement has been among those finding J.D. advantaged work (as opposed to work requiring bar passage), this suggests that steadily decreasing numbers of admitted applicants—and consequently decreased production of new law graduates—is indeed bringing supply closer to demand. The oversupply is still substantial, but at least the near-term solution is clear.

Although some may hope for an economic turnaround leading to a return to the boom years, there are few reasons to think that there will be a substantial improvement in the market for legal services soon. The Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts only a 6% increase in the job market for lawyers between 2014 and 2024. This likely reflects

16. Id. Employment status was not reported for 6,535 (or 16.3%) members of the class of 2015. The exact number depends on how many of the non-reporting graduates are employed full-time in bar passage required or J.D. advantaged jobs.
17. Id.
structural changes in the legal market: beginning in 2008, National Law Journal 250 firms have employed more partners than associates, marking an end to the decades-old pyramid structure common to law firms.\textsuperscript{22} For reasons discussed in Section III, the forces that have led to this point are likely only strengthening.

Addressing the realities of the market will likely require reducing the overall number of law students by another 15 to 25%. Accomplishing this without closing 30 to 50 of the 203 ABA accredited law schools is a significant challenge, but the history of legal education provides a possible solution, discussed in Section IV.

III. THE SECOND CRISIS: A SHRINKING JOB MARKET

The second crisis is the rapidly accelerating disruption of the market for legal services by consolidation, competition from non-lawyer providers, and automation. These forces were summarized by Richard Susskind as “the ‘more-for-less’ challenge, liberalization, and information technology.”\textsuperscript{23}

One of the quickest and most significant changes in legal practice has occurred in electronic discovery. In just two years, automated electronic discovery software (also called predictive coding) went from initial U.S. judicial acceptance in 2012 to being used by almost half of U.S. law firms and a third of U.S. corporations by 2014.\textsuperscript{24} The FTI Consulting \textit{Advice From Counsel} surveys of in-house counsel found that use of predictive coding rose from 27\% in 2013 to 58\% in 2015.\textsuperscript{25} According to one model of discovery costs, assisted review saves approximately three-fourths of the time and 30\% of the cost.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Henderson & Parker, \textit{supra} note 13.
\item RICHARD SUSSKIND, TOMORROW’S LAWYERS: AN INTRODUCTION TO YOUR FUTURE 3 (2013).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
compared to traditional manual review. As assisted review becomes the standard approach, the small armies of contract attorneys that currently do the bulk of document review are facing steady declines in compensation. Their jobs may soon be automated out of existence altogether: from 2014 to 2015, the market leader in electronic discovery reported a 21% increase in the use of assisted review.

A similar process is unfolding at virtually every level and type of legal work: mergers and acquisitions, contracts, bankruptcy, litigation, legal research, and traffic tickets, just to name a few. Over 613 legal technology startups are already working to take their piece of the approximately $275 billion that America spends on legal services every year, but few of these innovations are originating in law schools. As a particularly telling example, a chatbot service called DoNotPay has assisted users in appealing $4 million in parking fines in 160,000 out of 250,000 cases over twenty-one months in


28. Id.


London and New York.\textsuperscript{31} The application was not created by a lawyer, law student, or law professor, but rather a nineteen-year-old undergraduate engineering student at Stanford University.\textsuperscript{32} Law schools must adapt quickly or they will continue to be left on the outside looking in as the legal profession and marketplace change around them.

The legal market has fundamentally changed, and the disruptive forces already at work will ensure that the demand for traditional law school graduates will continue to stagnate or shrink.\textsuperscript{33} There will be some areas of future growth—someone must write the software and design new business models—but the question is whether those jobs will be filled by law school graduates or graduates of engineering and business programs. The writing has been on the wall long enough that a majority of state bars have begun to take note, with twenty-seven states having adopted an ethical duty of technological competence and one state (Florida) now requiring continuing legal education for technology.\textsuperscript{34} Law schools continue to ignore it at their peril.

**IV. A Way Forward**

The historical fluidity of the larger structure of American legal education shows that law schools are capable of substantial change in short order. However, most of the changes today are happening in the professional legal field. Law schools will need to adapt to address

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{32} Gibbs, supra note 29.
\end{itemize}
these changes and become active participants in the future of the profession.

For those schools willing to invest in adapting to an unavoidable future, there is an opportunity to become the model for twenty-first century legal education. There are at least three distinct levels of adaptation. The first is simply teaching students to use the tools of modern legal practice, as a few schools have begun to do. This includes courses in foundational and emerging legal technologies, taught in an experiential, competency-based style. For its part, Washington University is already at this level, with its Technology and Legal Practice course. This is the new minimum, although many other schools are not yet meeting it, despite law students being in desperate need of technical training. To be fair, many law firms are not yet meeting this standard, either. But both new graduates and employers recognize a strong need for new law graduates to understand legal technology. A 2012 National Conference of Bar Examiners survey of newly licensed lawyers found that they ranked office technology, computer skills, and electronic researching very highly, above advocacy and all categories of substantive legal knowledge. A 2015 survey by the Institute for the Advancement of

37. Technology and Legal Practice is an experiential learning course (currently taught by the author) covering fundamental and emerging legal technologies such as electronic discovery, legal analytics, and practice management software.
the American Legal System of over 24,000 lawyers found that 58.1% of respondents considered the ability to “learn and use relevant technologies effectively” to be immediately necessary for new attorneys, with 33.5% responding that it is still necessary, just in a somewhat longer time-frame. A 2016 Deloitte survey of in-house counsel found that “using technology appropriately” is the fourth biggest challenge in legal departments today. There is a clear ethical and economic mandate for students to be better equipped in this area, which is still underserved by both law schools and law firms.

The second level of adaptation requires moving from teaching the tools of modern legal practice to creating them. A few law schools are working at this level already. For example, Stanford has created a Center for Legal Informatics, called CodeX, which is a partnership between the Law School and the Department of Computer Science. Illinois Tech Chicago-Kent has its Law Lab, directed by Daniel Martin Katz. In addition to offering courses in law and technology, CodeX and the Law Lab also produce commercializable research. The legal search and analytics companies Ravel and Casetext both grew out of CodeX, while Katz and Michael Bommarito co-founded founded LexPredict, a legal technology consultancy. Vanderbilt Law School’s Program on Law and Innovation has recently expanded into this more innovative and entrepreneurial space with its first legal

---


hackathon scheduled for later this year.46 These programs remain the exception, however.47

The third level requires going further, fundamentally reshaping legal education to adapt to the demands of the market: faster, cheaper, more accessible, connected, interdisciplinary, and international. In Failing Law Schools, Brian Z. Tamanaha makes several recommendations, including shortening law school from three years to two and relaxing the expectation that law school applicants first complete an undergraduate degree.48 Together with the observation that law is an undergraduate degree in most countries, Tamanaha comes close but does not go far enough: American law schools—at least those associated with universities—should return to offering the LL.B, now as a four-year undergraduate degree, while making the J.D. the research-focused graduate degree it always should have been.

There is historical precedent for this approach, there are relatively few administrative barriers, and the benefits to both students and law schools are numerous and substantial while the costs are negligible.

Historically, the LL.B was the standard law degree until the 1960s, typically received as a first degree, albeit after some post-secondary education in other subjects.49 But as a result of this history—and the thousands of practicing attorneys who graduated from law school before the J.D. became common—an LL.B meets the requirements of the bar in many jurisdictions in the United States.50 In many jurisdictions, there is no requirement that applicants to take the bar have received a separate undergraduate degree.51

47. Hernández, supra note 35.
48. TAMANAHAY, supra note 9, at 173.
49. Perry, supra note 7, at 26–28.
50. COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO BAR ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 2016, supra note 9, at 8–9; see, e.g., NY Rules of the Court § 520.3(a)(1) (requiring only that the applicant graduated with “a first degree in law from an approved law school”); California Bar Rule 4.26(A) (July 2007) (applicant must have received a JD or LL.B from an approved law school); Missouri Rules Governing Admission to the Bar 8.09(b) (allowing LL.B holders admission to the Missouri bar by taking the Uniform Bar Examination in another state).
51. COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO BAR ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 2016, supra note 9, at 1.
There are substantial benefits to students as well, particularly as compared to other reform proposals. Switching to a four-year undergraduate program gives students three “bites at the apple” to find summer employment in the legal field, while cutting the J.D. program to two years—as Tamanaha recommends—would leave students with only one shot at building their resume and gaining all-important practical experience and training. And perhaps of paramount importance to students, completing their professional education as an undergraduate would save the average student hundreds of thousands of dollars in loan debt and three years in opportunity costs.

The two-year, 747-hour J.D. program that Tamanaha recommends could easily be subsumed into a four-year undergraduate program, leaving ample time for the foundational liberal arts courses that are typically part of an undergraduate degree. For example, the College of Arts & Sciences at Washington University requires undergraduates to complete a total of 120 units, of which only 48 are given over to liberal arts requirements.\footnote{52}

The connection to the wider university setting enables a broad range of interdisciplinary courses and programs, including second majors. Students would be free to switch to and from the law program as with any other course of study rather than succumbing to the sunk cost fallacy or escalation of commitment, leading to significant levels of regret.\footnote{53} An undergraduate law degree could be more flexibly combined with other graduate degrees: an MBA for the future legal consultant, an M.S. in accounting for a tax specialist, or a J.D. for a future law professor or judge.

For the law schools themselves, returning to offering an undergraduate degree would mean that the J.D. could become what it should always have been: a research or theory-focused advanced

\footnote{52. \textit{Degree Requirements}, WASH. U. ST. LOUIS, http://bulletin.wustl.edu/undergrad/artscl/requirements/ (last visited Feb. 1, 2017) (Washington University’s liberal arts requirements are made up of the “basic skills” and “area requirements”).}

\footnote{53. \textit{GALLUP, INC., LIFE AFTER LAW SCHOOL} 24-25 (2016), http://www.accessgroup.org/sites/default/files/life_after_law_school_2016.pdf (among those graduating from law school between 2000 and 2015, 24% disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement “if I could go back and do it all over again, I would still get a law degree”; 19% disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement “my law degree was worth the cost”).}
degree, not a practical professional program. As Tamanaha notes, efforts to ‘patch’ the J.D. by adding more clinical education are a fundamentally inadequate solution. The better solution is to move away from having a one-size-fits-all degree for future lawyers, judges, and law professors. These fundamentally different careers require different training.

Reorganizing the J.D. program as a more conventional research-focused degree would spur law schools to be centers of innovation, producing the new technologies that will drive the future of legal practice rather than following in others’ footsteps. As a potential practical side-benefit, the commercialization of such technologies can often be financially rewarding for the schools in question.

Having a more conventional graduate program would also supply law schools with teaching assistants for undergraduate law courses, enabling schools to realize the cost-savings that other schools and departments have enjoyed for many years. Finally—and this should be reason enough, if we may dispense with the notion of American exceptionalism—a four-year undergraduate law degree is the standard practice in most countries.

The law school bubble has long-since burst, and law schools must adapt to a market that has and will continue to change. The question is which schools will take the lead, which will be swept up by inertia, and which will be swept away entirely. In this case, law schools may best lead the way forward by first looking to the past.

54. Tamanaha, supra note 9, at 173.
56. See, e.g., Tamanaha, supra note 9, at 173; Kenneth G. Dau-Schmidt & Carmen L. Brun, Lost in Translation: The Economic Analysis of Law in the United States and Europe, 44 Colum. J. Transnat’l L. 602, 614 (2006) (law diploma is an undergraduate degree in France and Germany).